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Abstract. Dimensionality reduction is one of the widely used techniques for data
analysis. However, it is often hard to get a demanded low-dimensional represen-
tation with only the unlabeled data, especially for the discriminative task. In this
paper, we put forward a novel problem of Transferred Dimensionality Reduction,
which is to do unsupervised discriminative dimensionality reduction with the help
of related prior knowledge from other classes in the same type of concept. We
propose an algorithm named Transferred Discriminative Analysis to tackle this
problem. It uses clustering to generate class labels for the target unlabeled data,
and use dimensionality reduction for them joint with prior labeled data to do sub-
space selection. This two steps run adaptively to find a better discriminative sub-
space, and get better clustering results simultaneously. The experimental results
on both constrained and unconstrained face recognition demonstrate significant
improvements of our algorithm over the state-of-the-art methods.
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1 Introduction

In many machine learning applications, such as computational biology, appearance-
based image recognition and image retrieval, one is confronted with high-dimensional
data. However it is considered that the original data naturally reside on lower dimen-
sional manifolds. Finding this compact representation is usually a key step. Using
an efficient representation, the subsequent phases, such as clustering or classification,
will become much faster and more robust [14]. Thus some dimensionality reduction
approaches have been developed. For unsupervised methods, e.g. principle compo-
nent analysis (PCA) [20] and locality preserving projections (LPP) [14], the compact
manifold should preserve the most relevant structure information of the original data
point cloud. For supervised case, e.g. linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [1], the low-
dimensional representation should find the most discriminative subspace for different
classes based on the labeled data. Recently, the semi-supervised method has also been
developed [3], which makes use of both labeled and unlabeled data.

In the last few years, several similar works [26,9,23] have been done to couple unsu-
pervised dimensionality reduction with clustering, forming an adaptive dimensionality
reduction framework. It performs discriminant analysis and clustering adaptively to se-
lect the most discriminative subspace and find a suitable clustering simultaneously. The
most recent work [26] uses the method called discriminative k-means (DisKmeans),
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which outgoes the traditional PCA+K-means framework and other similar works in
their experiments. However, we observe that this type of methods is efficient only for
specific data distributions, which is very limited. For example, we show three cases of
a toy problem in Fig. 1.

To alleviate this limitation, additional prior information should be considered. The
most straightforward and powerful information is the label, such as the idea of su-
pervised and semi-supervised methods. However, in practice, the label information for
these target unknown classes may hardly be obtained. The works from knowledge trans-
fer [22] inspire us to make use of the information from other class domains prior known.
Though from different classes, the labeled samples may share some common character-
istics with the target task, as they are from the same type of concept.

For example, in face recognition, we want to detect or recognize the face images for
a number of persons. When they are all unlabeled, the conventional methods usually
cannot get satisfied results, as they cannot use any supervised information. On the other
hand, there are already some databases with labeled faces, such as AT&T [18] and Yale
[13]. These labeled face data contain some common information for face recognition.
So we can use them to improve the original unsupervised learning task. In this situation,
though both labeled and unlabeled data appear, the previous semi-supervised methods
cannot work, as the labeled and unlabeled data are from different classes. This is a more
general problem of learning with both labeled and unlabeled data [15].

This problem brings forward a novel issue which we call transferred dimensionality
reduction (TDR). It transfers the task-related information from the classes prior known
to the target unlabeled class domains, and finds a better subspace to discriminate them.
In this paper, we propose a method called transferred discriminative analysis (TDA) to
tackle the TDR problem. This method extracts the discriminative information from the
labeled data and transfers it into unsupervised discriminative dimensionality reduction
to revise the results iteratively. Finally, using both these labeled and unlabeled data
from different classes, we can find the most discriminative subspace and an optimal
clustering result simultaneously. The toy problem in Fig. 1 explains this problem more
intuitively. It shows that, the labeled samples from known classes can help us to find a
much better subspace to discriminate the unknown classes.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the
related works. Then we introduce TDA algorithm in section 3. Experiments are given
in section 4. Finally, we give our conclusion and suggest some future works based on
the novel problem of TDR in section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Discriminative Dimensionality Reduction and Clustering

Over the past few decades, a lot of attention has been paid to dimensionality reduction.
Some algorithms have been developed. A large family of them can be explained in a
graph view [25]. The low-dimensional vector representation can be obtained from the
eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian matrix with cer-
tain constraints. It preserves similarities between the pairs of the data, where
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(g) PCA+K-means(bigger stagger) (h) DisKmeans(bigger stagger) (i) TDA(bigger stagger)

Fig. 1. Toy problem: There are four classes of data. Each class contains 50 random samples and
forms a moon shape manifold. Suppose the class 3 and 4 are unlabeled, and we want to find the
suitable subspace to discriminate them. There are three situations, each one in a row. PCA+K-
means framework fails for any case, as in (a), (d) and (g). DisKmeans only works for the case
that class 3 and 4 are slightly staggered in (b). When they are paralleled in (e) or staggered too
much in (h), it cannot work well either. However, with the help of class 1 and 2, which are labeled
beforehand, we can find the suitable subspace for each case as in (c), (f) and (i).

similarity is measured by a graph similarity matrix that characterizes certain statisti-
cal or geometric properties of the data set.

To get the discriminative structure of data, supervised methods try to find a transfor-
mation that minimizes the within-class scatter and maximizes the between-class scatter
simultaneously. Given l labeled samples XL = (x1, x2, ..., xl) from C classes, where
xi ∈ R

d. The within-class scatter matrix Sw, the between-class scatter matrix Sb and
the total-scatter matrix St are defined as:

Sw =
∑C

j=1
∑lj

i=1 (xi − mj)(xi − mj)T = XLwXT (1)

Sb =
∑C

j=1 lj(mj − m)(mj − m)T = XLbXT (2)

St =
∑l

i=1 (xi − m)(xi − m)T = Sb + Sw = XLtXT , (3)
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where mj = 1
lj

∑lj
i=1 xi (j = 1, 2, ..., C) is the mean of the samples in class j, lj is

the number of samples in class j, and m = 1
l

∑l
i=1 xi is the mean of all the samples.

And the corresponding graph Laplacians are [14]:

Lw = I − H(HT H)−1HT (4)

Lb = H(HT H)−1HT − 1
l 1l1T

l (5)

Lt = I − 1
l 1l1T

l , (6)

where H = {0, 1}l×C is an indicator matrix: Hij = 1 if xi belongs to the j-th class,
and Hij = 0 otherwise.

LDA is one of the most popular and representative supervised methods. It is to solve
the optimization problem:

max
W

trace((WT SwW)−1(WT SbW)). (7)

or
max

W
trace((WT StW)−1(WT SbW)). (8)

The solution is the eigenvectors corresponding to the C−1 largest eigenvalues of S−1
w Sb

or S−1
t Sb [11].

Clustering is another important topic to exploit the discriminative structure of the
data. K-means is one of the simplest and most popular algorithms to solve the clustering
problem. Given u unlabeled samples XU = (x1, x2, ..., xu) from K classes. Standard
k-means finds the partition of the data to minimize the energy function:

JK =
K∑

k=1

∑

i∈Ck

‖xi − mk‖2
2 = trace(Sw). (9)

The clustering state can also be specified by an dummy indicator matrix H̃u×K .
It is clear the k-means clustering is to minimize the within-class scatter matrix Sw,

or maximize the between class scatter matrix Sb, since the total scatter St is a constant.
It also can be represented in graph form using equation (4). On the other hand, its ker-
nelized version can also be explained under the graph view, which has close connection
with other spectral clustering methods [8].

The discriminative analysis and clustering methods all emphasize on pursuing the
intrinsic discriminative structure of the data. So [9,23,26] combine them together to get
better learning result.

Though the combined method of discriminative k-means does a good job in some
situations. It focuses too much on the present unlabeled samples, and sometimes is
trapped into a very bad result, even worse than the PCA+K-means method, which is
shown in the third case in Fig. 1. To overcome this problem, we consider to introduce
more information from outer classes within the same concept domain. As the differ-
ent classes of data in the same concept domain often lie on similar lower dimensional
manifolds in certain extent, they should share some common discriminative structure.
We can extract this structure easily from the labeled classes using discriminative anal-
ysis. Then, we can transfer the shared information to the unlabeled data, and find their
discriminative structure using the clustering method.
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2.2 Transfer Learning and Semi-supervised Learning

TDA has a similar motivation with knowledge transfer, or transfer learning, which has
been recognized as an important topic in machine learning field. It is the ability to apply
knowledge and skills learned in previous tasks to novel tasks. Early works raised some
significative issues [17,21,4]. There are still more and more attentions paid to this topic
recently [16,7]. Most of the previous works focus on transferring the related knowl-
edge for supervised learning tasks. In this work, however, we address on the single-
task problem, and transfer the supervised information to unsupervised task. Though it
seems like semi-supervised learning [5], they have obvious distinctions. In traditional
semi-supervised learning the labeled and unlabeled data come from the same class do-
mains. There should be both labeled and unlabeled data in each class. The unlabeled
data should have the same distribution with the labeled ones, then a large number of
data points can expose the manifold information and improve the learning result of the
labeled data.

In our problem, on the contrary, the labeled and unlabeled data are from different
classes, and they have different distributions. We extract the useful discriminative infor-
mation from the labeled data to improve the subspace selection of the unlabeled data.
It is quit different with semi-supervised learning and cannot be solved using existing
semi-supervised methods. As a result, we name this problem as transferred dimension-
ality reduction.

3 Transferred Discriminative Analysis

In learning tasks, it is vital to use the prior information. In traditional methods, the prior
is often assumed to be given by the designer’s experience. We cannot expect this prior
to be always right, as it is hard to propose a suitable prior even for an expert. However,
in TDR we extract the information directly from the data prior known, and embed this
information into the task using the cross similarity part between the source prior known
and the target to be dealt with.

In TDR, suppose we have the labeled source data set, contains l points DL = {XL,
YL}, XL = (x1, x2, ..., xl), YL = (y1, y2, ..., yl)T . The label is y ∈ {1, . . . , C}.
We want to find the compact subspace of u newly arrived unlabeled points DU =
{XU}, XU = (xl+1, xl+2, ..., xl+u), from K classes which are different from the
classes in YL. Each point x ∈ R

d is a d-dimensional vector. We denote all data as
D = {DL,DU}, and X = {XL,XU}. For simplicity, we assume n = l + u, and the
sample mean of D is zero, which is m = 1

n

∑n
i=1 xi = 0.

3.1 The Objective Function

The manifold structure is interpreted as that nearby points will have similar embedding.
As the labeled and unlabeled data are from different manifolds of the same concept do-
main. The discriminative structure can be shared to some extent among this manifolds.
We can transfer this information from source data DL to target data DU through the
intervention between these two parts.
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In our TDR, we measure the between-class information of the data set D as follows:

Sb = Sbl + S̃bu =
C∑

i=1

limim
T
i +

K∑

j=1

ljm̃jm̃
T
j . (10)

The first part is the between-class scatter of the labled data. However, for the unlabeled
data, we can estimate this information using clustering method, which is expressed as
the second part, treating each cluster as a class.

In the between-class scatter, the labeled and unlabeled parts are separately presented.
To properly describe the structure of all data, we should introduce the relationship be-
tween labeled and unlabeled parts.

Under the existence of unlabeled data, Graph Laplacian has been generally used to
describe the data structure [5]. We define G = (V, E) as a graph associated with the
data. V is the vertex set of graph, which is defined on the observed set, including both
labeled and unlabeled data. E is the edge set, which contains the pairs of neighboring
vertices (xi, xj). A typical adjacency matrix M of neighborhood graph is defined as:

Mij =

{
exp{− ‖xi−xj‖2

2σ2 } if (xi, xj) ∈ E
0 otherwise

(11)

then the normalized graph Laplacian [6] is:

L = I − D− 1
2 MD− 1

2 , (12)

where the diagonal matrix D satisfies Dii = di, and di =
∑l+u

j=1 Mij is the degree of
vertex xi.

Introducing the graph Laplacian into the total scatter, we can make use of both labled
and unlabeled information to describe the structure of the data set D properly. With the
zero sample mean, it becomes

(St + λXLXT ) = X(I + λL)XT (13)

It is also can be seen in the regularization of discriminative analysis [10].
As described above, the target of TDA becomes:

max
W,H̃u

trace((WT (St + λXLXT )W)−1(WT (Sbl + S̃bu(H̃u))W)). (14)

It is to optimize the objective function w.r.t two variables. One is the dummy indicator
matrix H̃u, representing the clustering structure of the unlabled data, and the other one
is the projection direction W for the dimensionality reduction.

Direct optimizing the objective function is complex and not advisable. Instead, we
optimize it alternatively. We can use clustering method to estimate the discriminative
structure of the unlabeled data, and project all data into lower dimension by super-
vised method to revise the clustering result. Using the method in [23], the process will
converge to the optimal solution for the objective, while we will using the k-means
clustering in our experiment, which gives a local solution but is good enough.
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The introduction of the labeled parts in between-class scatter, total scatter and graph
Laplcian adds more restriction into the problem. They restrict that in the low-dimensional
subspace of unlabeled data, the discriminative structure of labeled data should still be
preserved. The labeled data will bring in punishment if the structure is violated. This
will force the unlabeled data clustering to form similar discriminative structure with the
labeled data, and the information is transferred like this. The alternation process will stop,
when the structure consistency of all data in the subspace and the clustering structure
within unlabeled data are balanced. Following this process, the knowledge is transferred
through the intervention between the labeled and unlabeled structures, and then affects
the clustering and projection process.

The above explanation is intuitive. We can also explanation this intervention more
explicitly from kernel learning view. [26] analyzes that the clustering step of the adap-
tive framework is just the kerneled version of k-means clustering, using kernel matrix

XT
UW(WT(XUXT

U + λLU)W)−1WTXU, (15)

which is learned from the unlabeled data. In our method, the kernel matrix becomes

XTW(WT(XXT + λL)W)−1WTX, (16)

which is learned from all available data, both the source and target. So, the prior infor-
mation from the source is embedded in the kernel matrix and transferred adaptive to the
target task. Finally, we can find the most discriminative projection direction, and get a
reasonable clustering result of the unlabeled data at the same time.

3.2 The Algorithm

Given the labeled data DL = {XL,YL} belong to C classes, and unlabeled data DU =
{XU} with their class number K. The TDA algorithm is stated below:

Step 1. Initialization: Initially assign the cluster index for the K classes of unlabeled
data using k-means. Construct the graph matrix M as in equation (11), and calculate the
graph Laplacian L as in equation (12).

Step 2. Supervised Dimensionality Reduction: Find the optimal subspace with di-
mension m = C + K − 1, using eigenvalue decomposition for the objective function
(14) w.r.t W, which is similar to LDA. Then the optimal solution is given by:

(St + λ1XLXT + λ2I)w∗
j = ηj(Sbl + S̃bu(H̃u))w∗

j ,

j = 1, ..., m, where w∗
j (j = 1, ..., m) are the eigenvectors corresponding to the m

largest eigenvalues of (St + λ1XLXT + λ2I)−1(Sbl + S̃bu(H̃u)), with fixed H̃u. λ2I
is a regularization term, which ensures the nonsingularity of the matrix St +λ1XLXT ,
and λ2 is an arbitrary small real number.

Step 3. Compact Clustering for Target Data: Cluster the unlabeled data in the sub-
space finding in step 2. It is to fix projection direction W and use the clustering
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method to get an optimal indicator matrix H̃u for the unlabeled data. K-means is used
in this step to solve the problem

max(H̃u) S̃bu(H̃u)

Step 4. Stop Condition: Goto step 2 until convergence. It is to stop when the clustering
result, the indicator matrix H̃u, for previous two iterations is unchanged.

Step 5. TDA Embedding: Let the projection matrix Wtda = [w∗
1, . . . , w

∗
m]. The sam-

ples can be embedded into m dimensional subspace by: x → z = WT
tdax.

3.3 Kernelization

In this section we present the generalized version of our algorithm using the kernel trick.
We show a simple method under a graph view, using the similar treatment with [2]. It
performs TDA in Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS), getting kernel TDA.

Let φ : x → F be a function mapping the points in the input space to feature space,
which is a high-dimensional Hilbert space. We try to replace the explicit mapping with
the inner product K(xi, xj) = (φ(xi) · φ(xj)). According to Representer Theorem
[19], the optimal solution w∗

j can be given by:

wφ∗
j =

l+u∑

i=1

α∗
jiφ(xi) j = 1, ..., m (17)

where αji is the weight that defines how wφ∗
j is represented in the space spanned by a

set of over-complete bases {φ(x1), φ(x2), ..., φ(xl+u)}.
For convenience, we rewrite the data matrix in RKHS as Xφ

L = [φ(x1), φ(x2), ...,
φ(xl)], X

φ
U = [φ(xl+1), φ(xl+2), ..., φ(xl+u)], and Xφ = (Xφ

L,Xφ
U ). Then, Wφ can

be expressed as Wφ = Xφα. The kernel matrices are defined as K = XφT Xφ. Thus
we have

WφT Sφ
b W

φ
= αT KT LbKα

WφT Sφ
t W

φ
= αT KT IKα

WφT XφLXφT Wφ = αT KT LKα
WφT Wφ = αT Kα

(18)

Using the graph expression of (1) ∼ (6) and the graph Laplacian (12).
As

H =
[
Hl×C

l 0
0 H̃u×K

u

]

,Lb =
[
Ll×C

bl 0
0 L̃u×K

bu (H̃u)

]

,

the indicator matrix composed with two parts for labeled and unlabeled samples indi-
vidually, and the between-class scatter is also composed by two parts respectively.

We can then give the objective function of kernel TDA (KTDA) as:

max
α,H̃u

trace((αT KT (Lt + λ1L + λ2)Kα)−1(αT KT LbKα)). (19)
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The solution is obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue decomposition problem:

KT (Lt + λ1L + λ2)Kα∗
j = ηjKT LbKα∗

j (20)

where α∗ = (α∗
1, α

∗
2, ..., α

∗
m) corresponds to the m largest eigenvalues. α∗

j should be
resized as 1√

α∗T
j Kα∗

j

α∗
j to satisfy the constraint of α∗T Kα∗ = I.

3.4 The Computational Complexity

The TDA contains both dimensionality reduction and clustering. The process may have
several iterations. The empirical result shows it converges vary fast. The number of it-
erations is often less than ten. In supervised dimensionality reduction, it needs to solve
a generalized eigenvalue decomposition, which is of order O(d2nt). d is the dimension
of data, n = l + u is the number of total data points, and t is the number of iterations.
For clustering method, we use k-means. The computational complexity is O(dnt). As
a result, the total computational complexity is of order O(d2nt), and the complexity
is focus on the original dimension of data. As a result, we can use PCA to initially
reduce the dimension of the data, and this can accelerate the running speed of our algo-
rithm. The computational complexity of kernel TDA is O(n2dt) analyzed in the same
way.

4 Experiments

We have already shown a toy problem in the introduction. Using TDA we can find
the true structure with the help of the labeled data using only a few iterations, which
is very fast. In this case, the data prior known can exactly express the discriminative
information of the unlabeled samples, which is an ideal situation.

In this section, however, we will give the examples of real problems and show that,
most of the time, the transferred information is helpful. We perform the comparisons
under the problem of face recognition, both constrained and unconstrained. We com-
pare our TDA method with two of the most popular and representative appearance-
based methods including Eigenface (based on PCA)[20] and Laplacianface (based on
LPP)[14], and the adaptive dimensionality reduction method with clustering
DisKmeans [26].

All images in our experiments are preprocessed to the same size of 56 × 46 pixels
with 256 gray levels. In each experiment, we randomly choose C classes as labeled data,
and K classes unlabeled. TDA runs on all of these data. The comparison methods are
operated on the K classes of unlabeled data. We compare their clustering results in the
corresponding subspace which they have found. TDA and DisKmeans can cluster the
data at the same time of subspace selection. However for the other two methods, we use
the k-means for clustering, and run k-means 10 times for each projection then choose
the best result in each experiment. For each fixed (C, K), we run the experiment for
50 times, each time on randomly selected labeled and unlabeled classes, then show the
average result. For comparison of different methods, we use the clustering result as the
measurement of dimensionality reduction performance. We use two standard clustering
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performance measures, which are Clustering Accuracy (ACC) and Normalized Mutual
Information (NMI) [24,26].

The heuristic parameter in TDA and DisKmeans is the Laplacian weight λ1. We
set it to a fixed value of 1. As a matter of fact, the algorithm is not sensitivity to this
parameter for a wide range. For the heuristic parameter of PCA and LPP, the reduced
dimensionality, we choose them using cross validation.

4.1 What to Transfer

Usually there are several classes of labeled samples in the data set prior known. But
not all of them are helpful for a specific unsupervised task. Because each of them has
different discriminative structure. Only some of them are the same with the unlabeled
samples. The others are not, and using these data is harmful, on the contrary. On the
other hand, using all prior data needs much more computational time, which is not
practical. As a result, we choose a proper subset of labeled data for our learning task.
As the task is to maximize the discriminative ability of the target data, we just use this
as the selection criterion. In following experiments, we randomly select C classes from
the prior data set, and repeat for R times. Each time we will find an optimal pair of
(Wi

T ,Hiu), and use the best one. This is,

max
i∈R

trace((Wi
T (S̃wu(H̃iu) + λXULXU

T )Wi)−1(Wi
T S̃bu(H̃iu)Wi)). (21)

As a result, the computational complexity will be multiplied by R to O(d2ntR). We fix
R = 10. The complexity will not be changed significantly and remain in the same level.

4.2 Face Recognition Using Conventional Benchmarks

Face Data Sets. In the experiments for this section, we use the face data sets, AT&T
[18] and Yale [13]. The typical faces of these data sets are shown in Fig. 2.

Transferred within the Same Data Set. In these experiments we use the labeled data
and unlabeled data in the same data set.

For AT&T database, we chose each integer C from {2,. . . ,10} and K from {2,. . . ,10}.
Table 1 gives a part of the results using ACC measure as the limit of space. However,
we show the result of all comparisons in both two measures in Fig. 3, where each
point represent an average result of a fixed (C,K). We only show the improvement over
DisKmeans in the figures, as it is the second best among all comparison methods. The
results tell that TDA is much better than the unsupervised method. For Yale database,
we chose C traversing all integers from {2,. . . ,7}, and K traversing from {2,. . . ,7}. The
result is also shown in Fig. 3.

(a) AT&T face examples (b) Yale face examples

Fig. 2. Face Data Examples
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Table 1. Results in AT&T, using ACC measure (mean ± std)

AT&T PCA LPP DisKmeans TDA

C=2,K=2 0.80(0.15) 0.72(0.12) 0.91(0.16) 1.00(0.02)
C=2,K=3 0.90(0.11) 0.78(0.08) 0.90(0.13) 0.96(0.10)
C=3,K=2 0.84(0.13) 0.70(0.13) 0.89(0.16) 1.00(0.02)
C=3,K=3 0.93(0.08) 0.81(0.08) 0.89(0.15) 0.97(0.07)
C=2,K=4 0.86(0.10) 0.80(0.08) 0.89(0.12) 0.91(0.11)
C=4,K=2 0.84(0.14) 0.69(0.11) 0.89(0.20) 1.00(0.02)
C=3,K=4 0.88(0.08) 0.83(0.06) 0.88(0.10) 0.92(0.10)
C=4,K=3 0.90(0.11) 0.80(0.10) 0.86(0.14) 0.97(0.07)
C=4,K=4 0.88(0.08) 0.79(0.09) 0.91(0.11) 0.92(0.10)
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Fig. 3. Comparison results of TDA and DisKmeans in ACC and NMI measures, for transfer
within either AT&T or Yale, each point represents 50 times average for a fixed (C, K) pair

As the above result cannot show how the change of (C,K) will affect the performance
improvement, we give another representation in Table 2. It is the difference matrix be-
tween the clustering result of TDA and DisKmeans for each pair of (C,K). In Table 2,
we can find that TDA improves significantly over other unsupervised methods for small
K, which is the number of unlabeled classes. However, the improvement becomes less
significant, with the increase of K. This is because the unknown target discriminative
structure becomes more and more complex, and the limited prior cannot describe it
properly. However, the increase of the number of labeled classes can not affect the re-
sult distinctively. This is because discriminative structure among the labeled data also
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Table 2. Difference matrix of TDA and DisKmeans for AT&T, each element is calculated as
DMkc = ACCTDA

kc − ACCDis
kc . The bold items show significant improvements of TDA.

AT&T C = 2 C = 3 C = 4 C = 5 C = 6 C = 7 C = 8 C = 9 C = 10
K=2 0.22 0.29 0.41 0.34 0.22 0.23 0.25 0.51 0.22
K=3 0.08 0.14 0.16 0.05 0.05 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.13
K=4 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.09
K=5 0.00 0.04 0.09 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.06

becomes more and more complex. On one hand it brings more information, on the other
hand it contains some structure not consistent with the unlabeled data and may confuse
the unsupervised dimensionality reduction. Another capable reason is the limit of the
number of samples in each labeled class. There are only tens of samples in each labeled
class, which cannot fully express their class characteristics. The discriminative infor-
mation should increase exponentially fast in order of the labeled classes number, while
the increase of the labeled samples actually in linear order. So the description ability
becomes less and less, and the result cannot be much improved. As described above,
using limited number of samples in each labeled class, we can only expect significant
improvements for not too many classes of unlabeled data.

Transferred between the Different Data Sets. It is a more interesting and practical
problem to transfer the information from one exiting data set to a newly collected one.
We randomly choose the labeled classes from AT&T and unlabeled classes from Yale
for every integer C from {2,. . . ,10} and K from {2,. . . ,10}. The result is shown in
Table 3. We can get a similar result to transfer Yale into AT&T. Both comparison plots
are shown in Fig. 4.

From these experiments, we can see that though from different data set, the face
images still share some common characteristics. This is helpful knowledge to improve
the learning result. It suggests that we can use existing labeled data set to handle other
unlabeled classes of data, which is a novel and promising learning problem.

Table 3. Results for AT&T transferred to Yale, using ACC measure (mean ± std)

AT&Tto Yale PCA LPP DisKmeans TDA

C=2,K=2 0.90(0.03) 0.68(0.12) 0.94(0.13) 0.99(0.02)
C=2,K=3 0.84(0.14) 0.70(0.12) 0.91(0.12) 0.95(0.10)
C=3,K=2 0.94(0.03) 0.68(0.08) 0.93(0.12) 0.99(0.02)
C=3,K=3 0.83(0.15) 0.71(0.12) 0.89(0.15) 0.95(0.10)
C=2,K=4 0.90(0.11) 0.72(0.13) 0.92(0.10) 0.97(0.06)
C=4,K=2 0.91(0.05) 0.71(0.08) 0.96(0.09) 0.98(0.02)
C=3,K=4 0.88(0.12) 0.73(0.11) 0.91(0.08) 0.95(0.08)
C=4,K=3 0.83(0.16) 0.68(0.11) 0.91(0.12) 0.97(0.07)
C=4,K=4 0.89(0.13) 0.73(0.10) 0.90(0.11) 0.94(0.07)
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Fig. 4. Comparison results of TDA and DisKmeans in ACC and NMI measures, for transfers
between different databases. Each point represents 50 times average for a fixed (C, K) pair.

4.3 Unconstrained Face Recognition

The databases in the last subsection are created under controlled conditions to facili-
tate the study of specific parameters on the face recognition problem, such as position,
pose, lighting etc. Practically there are also many applications in which the practitioner
has little or no control over such parameters. This is provided as a unconstrained face
recognition problem. It is much more difficult than the constrained problems and needs
novel approaches to solve.

In following experiments, we will use a recently published unconstrained data set
and test the performance of our TDA algorithm.

Unconstrained Face Data Set. Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW): This is a database of
face photographs designed for studying the problem of unconstrained face recognition.
The database contains more than 13,000 images of faces collected from the web. 1680
of the people pictured have two or more distinct photos in the database. More details
can be found in [12]. To make the data set more balanced and comparable with the
constrained data set, we only take the images of persons who have more than 10 and

(a) Original Images (b) Preprocessed Images

Fig. 5. LFW Face Data Examples
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Fig. 6. Comparison results of TDA and DisKmeans for LWF, in ACC and NMI measures. Each
point represents 50 times average for a fixed (C, K) pair.

Table 4. Results for AT&T transferred to LFW, using ACC measure (mean ± std)

AT&T to LWF PCA LPP DisKmeans TDA

C=2,K=2 0.72 (0.14 ) 0.63 (0.09) 0.73 (0.15 ) 0.78 (0.16)
C=3,K=2 0.71 (0.14 ) 0.63 (0.08) 0.71 (0.17 ) 0.81 (0.15)
C=4,K=2 0.72 (0.15) 0.63 ( 0.09) 0.72 (0.17 ) 0.81 (0.15)
C=5,K=2 0.69 (0.12) 0.61(0.09) 0.71(0.16) 0.80(0.16)
C=2,K=3 0.60 (0.12 ) 0.60 (0.11 ) 0.58 (0.09 ) 0.61 (0.11)
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Fig. 7. Comparison result of TDA and DisKmeans in ACC and NMI measures, for AT&T trans-
ferred to LFW. Each point represents 50 times average for a fixed (C, K) pair.

less than 20 photos in LFW, which are 1401 images for 101 persons. Then take out the
head part of the images, resize them to 56 × 46 pixels, and turn into gray images. The
typical images are shown in Fig. 5.

Transferred within LFW Data Set. In this part we use the labeled data and unlabeled
data all in the LFW database. We choose C from {2,. . . ,10} and K from {2,. . . ,10}. The
results are shown in Fig. 6. Though TDA outperforms other methods, in practice, we
cannot always expect that the unconstrained data set is labeled. In this situation, can we
use the constrained ones? If yes, it will make the transfer strategy more powerful.
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Transferred from Conventional Data Set. In this part, we will transfer the informa-
tion from exiting constrained data set to this unconstrained data set. It is a practical
problem of how to deal with new complex data set based on much easier one.

We choose the labeled classes from AT&T and unlabeled classes from LFW. Use the
same setting of (C,K) pairs as in the last experiment. The result is shown in Table 4 and
Fig. 7.

The improvement of TDA over the unsupervised methods shows the advantage of our
TDA method and gives a new approach to tackle a complex problem using the helpful
information from other easier works already solved. It is to solve a difficult problem
with the knowledge of more easier problems, which is similar with how human learns
things.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, we bring forward a problem of transferred dimensionality reduction. It
uses the labeled and unlabeled data from different class domains, which is different
from the traditional semi-supervised learning method. And it is more practical for nowa-
days drastic increase of various sorts of unlabeled information through internet. To solve
this problem, we introduce the algorithm, transferred discriminative analysis. It trans-
fers the specific discriminative information from supervised knowledge to the unlabeled
samples in other class domains, and finds more suitable subspace for the lower dimen-
sional embedding. It is fast and robust to run. The experimental results demonstrate its
effectiveness and usefulness.

The TDR problem is a practical problem for nowadays computer techniques. In many
cases, however, we cannot even know the class number of the data. It is a more chal-
lenging issue for our further research, which needs better clustering step of the TDA al-
gorithm. Another interesting issue for the task-specified problems is to introduce more
types of knowledge from many other source domains, which may expose the relation-
ship of different concepts.
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